WHY WE USE RED FILTERS ON SPOTLIGHTS
FOR NIGHT GAME DRIVES

(adapted from an article “Cruising The Red Light District” by Roddy Smith)

Why do we offer night game drives?
Night drives afford an excellent opportunity and a refreshingly different perspective within which to view predators, amongst other
secretive nocturnal animals that one seldom sees in daylight. Not only are these animals more active by night, but they are usually
easier to locate using the reflections from their eyes.

So what’s the problem with normal spotlights?
Shining a powerful white spot-light on animals at night is hugely disruptive to the animal’s behaviour and hence, ultimately, its wellbeing. Additionally, using a white spot-light when animals are hunting will inevitably interfere with the outcome. Either the hunter will
be revealed to its prey and the hunt ruined, or its task will be made unnaturally easy.

How do we know - is there any science and/or experience to prove this?
There are two types of light-receptor cells in an eye: rods, which are light-sensitive, and cones, which are colour sensitive. Most
mammals have more rods and fewer cones than humans do, making their eyes more sensitive to light and allowing them to see better
in low light conditions. The eye normally protects itself against bright light by automatically reducing the size of the pupil in bright
conditions to limit the amount of light coming in, and opening it up when it is dark. Natural light changes gradually so the pupil has
plenty of time to adjust to the change, but the development of instantaneous artificial light creates a problem – with no time for the
pupil to adjust, it gets hit with a million-candlepower white light and instantly the animal is effectively blind, vulnerable and unable to
function properly. Experiments have shown that cats’ eyes take 35 minutes to recover fully after only 60 seconds exposure to bright
light. It is quite common to see a leopard which was walking purposefully along when first spotted stop and lie down when a white
spot-light is put on it; this is not because it doesn’t care about the light, it is because it can’t see anything and it is waiting for you to go
away so its eyes can recover. Impala are so disorientated by white light that when game capture was in its infancy the standard way to
catch impala was to dazzle them with a spotlight and physically tackle them.
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So how does a red light help?
Many mammals simply do not see the red spotlight at all! This means we can bathe a leopard in red light and the animals it is stalking
cannot see it any better than they can in the natural ambient light, and vice-versa. The animals continue to go about their business as
if the light was not there. Hence, at Chiawa Safaris, we only use filtered spot lights and prohibit the use of camera flashes on our night
game drives.

But what about my photographs, won’t the red filter ruin them?
With access to modern digital cameras and image enhancement programs this practice need not compromise the quality of your
images (or the behaviour and well-being of the wildlife!) and yet will greatly enhance the quality of your nocturnal sightings. See the
below example:
Camera: Set custom white balance preset to automatically compensate for the red light. OR increase the ISO setting to at least 1600,
increase your aperture to maximum - preferably 2.8 or 4.0; shutter speed 1/40, switch flash OFF - these settings achieved the original
image.
Computer: - we added exposure, removed most of the red/tint, added a touch of sepia - 30 seconds - DONE!
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